Introduction.
A Galois theory for purely inseparable exponent one field extensions was developed by N. Jacobson [2] in 1944. He accomplished this by characterizing the finite dimensional subalgebras Derk(K) of Der(K), where Der(K) is the Lie algebra of derivations on K, k is a subfield of K, and Der*(i£) is the subalgebra of Der(ÜT) consisting of those derivations that are zero on k. It was conjectured that higher derivations might provide an extension of the theory to field extensions of higher exponent. The purpose of this note is to describe such an extension. The author believes that the exponent two case is of sufficient interest to justify its presentation before the general exponent N case is developed. The problem of extending the theory to exponent N appears to be nontrivial ; the author's efforts in this area thus far have been unsuccessful.
Let K be a field of characteristic p^O or 2 and let H P {K) denote the set of all higher derivations of K having length p; that is, sequences of additive mappings (di) of K into itself such that for all x and y in K and w = 0, 1, 
We identify Zi/Z»_i with its image in Der(K) under the mapping given above.
PROOF. The assertion follows from two commutator relations for derivations. Let d be a nonzero derivation and let a(EK such that (K) . We assume then that the exponent of K over k is two. This is equivalent to assuming that there is a (rf*)GG with di7*0. Let F denote the field of constants of Z p _i/Z p _2.
DEFINITION.

A{G) = {f:F-+K\f
A (G) is a subset of Der(F, X) and P(G) is a subset of the ring of endomorphisms of K. Both -4(G) and P(G) are closed under addition and scalar multiplication by elements of K p .
THEOREM 1. Let G be a subgroup of H P (K) closed under scalar multiplication and having an upper central series satisfying Z p /Z p -i and Zp-\/Z p -2 are finite dimensional subspaces of Der(X) closed under pth powers and Z\/ZQ = Z p _i/Z p _ 2 . If P{G) is closed under commutation, then A (G)QDer(F) and if in addition A (G) is closed under pth powers, then G = Hl(K) where k is the field of constants of G. PROOF. A(G)QDer(F)
follows from noting that if dGZi/Z 0 and ƒ is the pth map of an element of G, then It was not necessary to require that Z p /Z p _i and Z J ,_i/Z p _ 2 be subalgebras of Der(K); Gerstenhaber [l] proved that a subspace of Der(üT) closed under pih powers is also closed under commutation.
Sweedler [ó] proved that if k is the field of constants of any set of higher derivations defined on K f then K is a tensor product of simple extensions of k. This fact was used in proving Theorems 1 and 2.
Another contributor in this area, M. Weisfeld [7] , has shown that K is a tensor product of simple extensions of k if and only if k is the field of constants of a higher derivation on K.
By working with groups of higher derivations having length p 2 , p z , etc. one should be able to extend these results to higher exponent cases.
